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SCSh8. The Nature of Science:

Students will understand important

features of the process of scientific

inquiry. Science Methods
• Steps used to solve a problem

• Observation

• Questioning and stating problems

• Hypothesizing

• Theorizing

• Experimenting – including a 

control and experimental 

group

Conclusion

• IV – independent 

variable (manipulated variable, 

controlled by researcher)

DV – dependent variable 

(responding variable)

CV - Controlled variables (should 

be the same in all samples)

Control Experiment = experiment 

without IV

• Tables and Graphs report 

quantitative data

• IV on x-axis and DV on y-axis of a 

graph

Ex) Effects of pH on Tadpole 

Survival

IV – pH

DV-Number of Tadpoles

CV- temp of water, species of frog, 

amount of food



ECO#1Biomes SEC1a. Characterize the

biotic and abiotic components that define various

biomes and aquatic life zones.



ECO#2 Climate & BioGeography

SEC1b. Explore how global climate patterns and

biogeography affect the distribution and

abundance of species on Earth.



ECO#3Biodiversity
SEC1c. Investigate factors that lead to the

species richness of an ecosystem and

describe the importance of biodiversity.



ECO#4Natural Selection
SEC1d. Relate the role of natural selection to 

organismal adaptations that are specific to

their habitats and describe some examples of 

coevolution.

Overproduction organisms produce more offspring than can survive

Variation exists within a species

Struggle for existence/ Competition

Survival of the fittest/ fit enough



ECO#5Population Density
SEC2a. Evaluate factors that regulate population

growth to include intraspecific competition in

population growth and population density.



ECO#6Population Growth

SEC2b. Analyze models that predict

population growth.



ECO#7Phylogeny SEC2c.

Describe the different life history and

reproductive strategies that have evolved in

organisms.

Domain Eu karya

Kingdom Major Characteristics

Animal Ingestive hetero trophic, multicellular, lack 

cell walls and chlorophyll.

Plant Usually auto trophic, cell walls (cellulose), 

usually multicellular

Protist Autotrophic/heterotrophic, usually 

unicellular, some form colonies, some have 

cell walls (pectin and other compounds).

Fungi Absorptive heterotrophic, lack chlorophyll, 

have cell walls (chitin).



ECO#8Human Reproduction &

Population SEC2d. Relate the rapid growth

of human population to environmental

problems



ECO#9Symbiosis SEC3a. Compare

and contrast species interactions (e.g. predation,

parasitism, mutualism, commensalism, and

competition) and adaptations that have evolved

in response to interspecific selective pressures.

Symbiosis Type of 
Relation
-ship

Description

Mutual-
ism

+/+ In this symbiosis both organisms benefit.

Commen-
salism

+/0 In this symbiosis, one organism benefits, 
the other is neither helped nor harmed.

Parasite-
Host

+/- In this symbiosis, one organism benefits 
(parasite) and the other organism (host) is 
harmed usually gradually but not killed.

Predator-
Prey

+/- In this symbiosis, one organism benefits 
(predator) and the other organism (prey) is 
harmed usually dying immediately as it is 
eaten.

Compe-
tition

-/- While engaged in competition, both 
organisms are being harmed.
Intraspecific competition occurs within 
the same species
Interspecific competition occurs between 
different species



ECO#10



Adaptations
SEC3b. 

Explore 

ecological 

niches and 

resource 

partitioning. 

SEC3 d. 

Analyze species 

diversity as it 

relates to the 

stability of 

ecosystems and 

communities.



ECO#11 Keystone Species

SEC3c. Identify dominant, keystone,

foundation, and endangered species and their

roles in ecosystems and communities, locally

and globally.



ECO#12Succession SEC3e. Evaluate

ecological succession in terms of changes in

communities over time and the impact of disturbance

on community composition.



ECO#13    Cycles SEC4a. Compare 

and contrast the carbon, water, oxygen, phosphorus, 

nitrogen, and sulfur cycles, describing their flow 

through biotic and abiotic pools, including human 

influences.



ECO#14 Energy Flow SEC4b.

Apply the first and second laws of thermodynamics

and the law of conservation of matter to the flow of

energy and matter in ecosystems.



ECO#15 Energy Pyramid SEC4c. Predict the flow

of energy in the living world by constructing food

chains, webs and pyramids for various ecosystems.

SEC4d. Explore the importance of primary

productivity in ecosystems.



ECO#18Resource Use SEC5b.

Compare and contrast the ecological impact of

sustainable and non-sustainable use of resources,

including soil, timber, fish and wild game, mineral

resources, and nonrenewable energy.



ECO#19 Habitat Loss SEC5d. Explain the

consequences of habitat fragmentation and habitat

loss on biodiversity in relation to island

biogeography, and apply island biogeography theory

to the design of parks and nature preserves.



ECO#20 GMOs SEC5e. Research the

ecological impact of agriculture (historical

and modern) in the environment and its

implications for feeding the world’s

population.



Root Words



Ecology GPS
ECO#1    Biomes
SEC1a. Characterize the 

biotic and abiotic components 

that define various biomes 

and aquatic life zones.

ECO#2    Climate & 

BioGeography

SEC1b. Explore how global 

climate patterns and 

biogeography affect the 

distribution and

abundance of species on 

Earth.

ECO#3   

Biodiversity
SEC1c. Investigate factors 

that lead to the species 

richness of an ecosystem 

and describe the importance 

of biodiversity.

ECO#4    Natural 

Selection
SEC1d. Relate the role of 

natural selection to 

organismal adaptations 

that are specific to

their habitats and describe 

some examples of 

coevolution.

ECO#5    Symbiosis & 

Population Density
SEC2a. Evaluate factors that 

regulate population growth to 

include intraspecific 

competition in population 

growth and population 

density.

ECO#6    Population 

Growth

SEC2b. Analyze models that 

predict population growth.

ECO#7    Phylogeny
SEC2c. Describe the different 

life history and reproductive 

strategies that have evolved in 

organisms.

ECO#8   Human 

Reproduction & 

Population 

SEC2d. Relate the rapid 

growth of human population 

to environmental problems.

ECO#9    Symbiosis
SEC3a. Compare and 

contrast species interactions 

(e.g. predation, parasitism, 

mutualism, commensalism, 

and competition) and 

adaptations that have evolved 

in response to interspecific 

selective pressures.

ECO#10   

Adaptations
SEC3b. Explore ecological 

niches and resource 

partitioning.

SEC3 d. Analyze species 

diversity as it relates to the 

stability of ecosystems and 

communities.

ECO#11    Keystone 

Species

SEC3c. Identify dominant, 

keystone, foundation, and 

endangered species and their 

roles in ecosystems and 

communities, locally and 

globally.

ECO#12   

Succession
SEC3e. Evaluate ecological 

succession in terms of 

changes in communities 

over time and the impact of 

disturbance on community 

composition.

ECO#13    Cycles
SEC4a. Compare and 

contrast the carbon, water, 

oxygen, phosphorus, 

nitrogen, and sulfur cycles, 

describing their flow through 

biotic and abiotic pools, 

including human influences.

ECO#14    Energy 

Flow
SEC4b. Apply the first and 

second laws of 

thermodynamics and the law 

of conservation of matter to 

the flow of energy and matter 

in ecosystems.

ECO#15    Energy 

Pyramid

SEC4c. Predict the flow of 

energy in the living world by 

constructing food chains, 

webs and pyramids for 

various ecosystems.

SEC4d. Explore the 

importance of primary 

productivity in ecosystems.

ECO#16    Climate 

Change

SEC5c. Evaluate the causes 

and impacts on ecosystems 

of natural and anthropogenic 

climate change.

ECO#17    Pollution
SEC5a. Describe the sources, 

environmental impacts, and 

mitigation measures for 

major primary and 

secondary pollutants.

ECO#18  Resource 

Use  
SEC5b. Compare and contrast 

the ecological impact of 

sustainable and non-

sustainable use of resources, 

including soil, timber, fish 

and wild game, mineral 

resources,

and nonrenewable energy.

ECO#19    Habitat 

Loss
SEC5d. Explain the 

consequences of habitat 

fragmentation and habitat loss 

on biodiversity in relation to 

island biogeography, and 

apply island biogeography 

theory to the design of parks 

and nature preserves.

ECO#20    GMOs
SEC5e. Research the 

ecological impact of 

agriculture (historical and 

modern) in the environment 

and its implications for 

feeding the world’s 

population. 


